Abstract

Aim: There are an increasing number of wound closure materials and techniques types in skin surgery. Still now, there is much controversies about optimal procedure of wound closure. This study tries to achieve this goal.

Material and Methods: This study was included 37 patients suffering from skin wounds of variable size and sites. These wounds were closed by using double tips needle from under the skin without any sutures or adhesives on skin surface. The follow up period ranged from 3 to 19 months.

Results: The mean age was 43 years. The wounds lengths ranged from 5 to 15 cm. and wound sites (17 at face and neck, 5 at abdominal wall, 15 upper extremities). The both edges of wound were put in contact to each other by our technique without any skin sutures, this allow for seroma or any wound discharge to come out which happen in 15 cases. The all wounds healed with linear and cosmetic scar, and no wound complication during follow up period.

Conclusion: Our technique is effective, associated with good results in skin wound closure, and has short learning curve.

Introduction

About 7 millions traumatic wounds require repair in emergency departments in United States per year [1]. Many materials and procedures of wound repair have been used over the years as sutures, staples, adhesive tapes, and topical skin adhesives [2–4]. Unfortunately, the perfect wound repair technique remains unknown. Consideration includes repaired scar cosmesis, costs, short learning curve and convenience for patient [5]. In this regard, our study offers novel technique to repair skin wounds by using double tips needle.

Materials and Methods

This study was included on 37 patients suffering from skin wounds (20 traumatic, 17 post surgery) at General Surgery Department, Zagazig University Hospital, Egypt from July 2015 through January 2017. The wounds lengths ranged from 5 to 15 cm. and their sites (17 at face and neck, 5 at abdominal wall, 15 at upper extremities). The patients ages from 15 to 51 years (mean 43 years). All details of procedure were discussed with patients and writing consent taken for inclusion their data in this research. The using needle is curved, its length ranged from 3 to 10 cm., has two pointed tips and small hole at the middle of needle through it the thread was put in. Wound repair by our technique was carried out under general anesthesia in 15 patients and local anesthesia in 22 patients. The cleaning and exploration of wounds were completed. Any tear in deep fascia and under muscles must be repaired as separated layers. Our technique for wound closure of skin and subcutaneous tissues was done as follow. The using threads were polyglactin 910 (Vicryl No 0 or 2/0) or poliglecaprone 25 (Monocryl 2/0). The optimal thread end was put inside the hole of the needle. One needle end and thread was passed through the one wound.

Figure 1: Double tips needle (Lasheen needle) formed from 5 parts (point, body, eye, body, point) and its length ranged from 3 to 10 cm. The optimal thread was put inside the needle eye which present at the middle of needle.
edge at the subcutaneous plane just under the skin to come out from the skin about 1 to 2 cm. of wound margin. When the needle appears outside the skin except the other needle end still inside the subcutaneous tissue, the needle direction was changed to pass by other needle end through the subcutaneous plane of wound edge to come out from inside the wound at wound floor plane. The needle and thread came out completely from the wound. Then, one needle end with thread pass from other wound edge at wound floor plane to come out from skin about 1 to 2 cm of wound margin. Until, the needle appears outside the skin except the needle end inside the subcutaneous tissue. At this point, the needle direction was changed to pass by other needle end at subcutaneous plane just under the skin. Then, the needle and thread came out completely from wound. Now, one subcutaneous vertical mattress was finished and two strands tied subcutaneously figure 2 A–H. Multiple of same sutures were used to produce good repair and eversion of wound figure 3. No need for more skin sutures or skin strips to add for our technique figure 4. The follow up period ranged from 3 to 19 months (mean 12 months).

Results

The double tips needle was enabled us to take good bites of both wound edges. The upper parts of inverted subcutaneous vertical mattress suture must be put under the dermis at subcutaneous plane and at the same plane of both wound edges.

Figure 2A: a- dermis layer. b- subcutaneous layer. c- deep fascia. d- muscular layer. e- wound. f- thread (Vicryl or Monocryl). g- double tips needle. One needle end with thread pass through one wound edge from wound at the subcutaneous plane to appear from skin about 1 to 2 cm of wound margin.

Figure 2B: The needle came out the skin except the other end. Then, the needle direction is changed to pass by this end deeply taken big bite of subcutaneous tissue.

Figure 2C: The needle end appears from the wound at the floor.

Figure 2D: The needle and thread came out from wound at the wound floor plane.

Figure 2E: One needle end and thread pass through the other wound edge to appear from skin about 1 to 2 cm from wound margin taken big bite from subcutaneous tissue.

Figure 2F: The needle came out of skin except other needle end remains inside the subcutaneous tissue just under skin. At this point, the needle direction is changed to pass at subcutaneous plane under the skin. Then the needle appears from wound.
Discussion

The final cosmetic results of wound repair depend on many factors, but the type of suture method is the most important one. The optimal suture method should approximate and produces eversion of the wound edges, closing dead space, produce prolonged support until healing process finish, without suture marks, minimizing the risks of bleeding and infection, easy to do, and has short learning curve [6]. The optimal scar is linear, minimally visible, fine, and maintain on skin function and form [7]. Also, the optimal scar leaves no permanent track marks. Some reports showed that these track marks are due to reepithelialization of suture tracts within few days after surgery [8]. Other reports state that are due to much tension from inadequate tissue movement, regardless of the type of suturing method [9]. In a try to avoid the track marks, must be avoiding the placing of sutures too close to the epidermis, decrease the length of time sutures, and avoiding the surface stitches [10]. The characters of optimal suture material are easy to handle, high tensile strength, and secure knots [11]. The using suturing procedure and suture substance control the quality of outcomes of wound repair [11]. Also, some researchers reported that absorbable sutures, when put too close for dermis, leading to increasing trans-epidermal elimination, much track marks, decreasing absorption rate, and cystic formation [8]. There are many techniques using variable materials for wound repair as sutures, tissue adhesives, surgical strips and clips. The suturing technique is thousands of years old. Many types of suturing techniques were used with specific disadvantages as simple interrupted suture, running locked suture, vertical and horizontal mattress suture, absorbable buried suture, dermal−subdermal suture, running subcutaneous suture, modified half−buried horizontal mattress suture, and deep tip stitch [13-16]. Tissue adhesives is easy and fast application, but if leak in between wound edges prohibit adherence, not ideal when need much tensile strength and make closed space not allowing to seroma or any discharge to come out the wound [17]. Surgical strips and clips are good for areas under low tension and superficial wounds [18]. The most effective technique for wound repair specially when wound is deep and much tensile strength for long time needed is suture technique [19,20]. Traditional needle formed of three parts (point, body, eye) not ideal to put optimal buried vertical subcutaneous interrupted mattress suture in position and configuration. Our needle (lasheen needle) formed from 5 parts (point, body, eye, body, point). This needle enabled the surgeon to put buried subcutaneous vertical interrupted mattress suture ideal in position (at subcutaneous and wound floor planes) and configuration (take big bites of both wound edges and at same plane). So, our technique produces strong tensile strength approximation at subcutaneous plane through wound floor for long time, good eversion of wound, and no need to add more skin sutures or skin strips. Also, the wound which repaired by our technique allows to seroma or any wound discharge to come out without disruption of repair procedure and no affection on final results.
Conclusion

Our technique for wound repair is easy, effective, decreasing the risks of bleeding and infection, associated with good results as linear and cosmetic scar, and free of complication as track marks and cystic formation.
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